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In this lesson I am going to disclose a really useful technique to use with moving
averages.

Although I am not a big fan of moving averages as a sole method of trading: if used
correctly with another indictor you can greatly increase the accuracy of their use.

The main problem as I am sure you are aware by now is, if you use any kind of moving
average as a signal generator the whipsaw kill's you. 

The secret of course is how do you use a moving average and not get whipsawed as
frequently?

I have found that if I use a filter with the moving average to help identify a true break; it
keeps you in the trade longer and stops you entering on false break.

I have constructed my own little filter which, I find very useful. I first take note of the
open, high, low and close of the time period I am following. Although I take note of the
open and close we wont use them in our calculations.

Next I calculate the difference between the high and the low (range) of that period. From
there we can make a simple 3 period moving average of the last 3 range calculations. The
last part is to subtract the 3 period average of the ranges from the moving average we are
using - in this case a 10 period moving average.

So how do we use this information? Well, let’s assume that you are using a moving
average: any moving average e.g. a 10 period moving average of the closing price.

Normally a signal would be generated if the closing price were either above or below the
moving average. By adding a little filter of the 3 period average of the ranges we can
better determine whether the moving average has in fact been breached.
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Have a look at the table below.
Date O H L C High -Low 3 D Avg 10 P Avg Signal

06/11/2003 1.6524   1.6703   1.6496   1.6671    0.0207        0.0199       1.6473     1.6274          
06/10/2003 1.6458   1.6578   1.6419   1.6524    0.0159        0.0186       1.6446     1.6260          
06/09/2003 1.6577   1.6659   1.6428   1.6455    0.0231        0.0246       1.6432     1.6186          
06/06/2003 1.6604   1.6712   1.6543   1.6613    0.0168        0.0194       1.6424     1.6230          
06/05/2003 1.6303   1.6625   1.6286   1.6600    0.0338        0.0204       1.6398     1.6194          
06/04/2003 1.6286   1.6349   1.6274   1.6301    0.0075        0.0140       1.6372     1.6232          
06/03/2003 1.6377   1.6429   1.6230   1.6285    0.0199        0.0189       1.6378     1.6189          
06/02/2003 1.6276   1.6400   1.6253   1.6384    0.0147        0.0201       1.6392     1.6190          
05/30/2003 1.6544   1.6551   1.6329   1.6354    0.0221        0.0197       1.6386     1.6190          
05/29/2003 1.6405   1.6553   1.6317   1.6545    0.0236        0.0156       1.6372     1.6216          
05/28/2003 1.6385   1.6441   1.6309   1.6400    0.0133        0.0108       1.6340     1.6231          
05/27/2003 1.6376   1.6474   1.6373   1.6385    0.0101        0.0113       1.6317     1.6205          
05/26/2003 1.6335   1.6420   1.6329   1.6376    0.0091        0.0106       1.6288     1.6182          
05/23/2003 1.6348   1.6455   1.6309   1.6351    0.0146        0.0116       1.6260     1.6144          
05/22/2003 1.6360   1.6397   1.6315   1.6344    0.0082        0.0110       1.6230     1.6120          
05/21/2003 1.6418   1.6472   1.6352   1.6362    0.0120        0.0141       1.6198     1.6057          
05/20/2003 1.6332   1.6437   1.6307   1.6416    0.0130        0.0141       1.6158     1.6018          
05/19/2003 1.6283   1.6384   1.6210   1.6333    0.0174        0.0149       1.6132     1.5983          
05/16/2003 1.6222   1.6299   1.6180   1.6210    0.0118        0.0142       1.6105     1.5964          
05/15/2003 1.6176   1.6280   1.6126   1.6221    0.0154        0.0129       1.6094     1.5965          
05/14/2003 1.6092   1.6215   1.6062   1.6178    0.0153        0.0115       1.6078     1.5963          
05/13/2003 1.6105   1.6121   1.6042   1.6092    0.0079        0.0096       1.6064     1.5967          
05/12/2003 1.6076   1.6150   1.6037   1.6098    0.0113        0.0125       1.6059     1.5934          
05/09/2003 1.6020   1.6101   1.6004   1.6050    0.0096        0.0175       1.6051     1.5876          
05/08/2003 1.5967   1.6084   1.5920   1.6021    0.0164        0.0191       1.6052     1.5861          
05/07/2003 1.6154   1.6167   1.5903   1.5967    0.0263        0.0157       1.6062     1.5905          

First column Date 
Second column Open
Third column High
Forth column Low
Fifth column Close
Sixth column Difference between the high and low
Seventh column The 3 day average of the range (High – Low)
Eighth column An average of the last 10 closing prices.
Ninth column Signal – the10 period MA minus the 3 period MA of the ranges. 



As you can see from the chart above of the British Pound versus the Us Dollar: on the 7th

May the close of the daily bar was 1.5967. The 10-day moving average of the closing
price was 1.6000. A close below the average would normally indicate that you should
either close or tighten your position. If we apply the 3-day filter of the ranges then the
signal would actually be a close below 1.5843, which it closed above.

The next occurrence of closes below the moving average happened on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th

of June. Of the 3 days, the only day that would have been of concern would have been the
3rd June. On that day the Moving Average was 1.6378 and the close of the day was
1.6285. After we applied the range signal of 1.6189 it is simple to see that we were in no
danger of a reversal on that day.

Don’t complicate this. The example above is for a long trade. All you are doing is
subtracting the average of the last 3 ranges from the 10 period moving average (if that is
what you are using). Once there is a close below that number the trend is assumed to have
changed to down. On the short side, all you are doing is adding the average of the last 3
ranges to the 10 period average (if that is what you are using) and if the close is above
that number then the trend is assumed to have changed to long. 



You can experiment with the different moving averages and the average of the ranges
looked at. The point is, if you are applying basic technical analysis such as trend lines or
indicators: you can use this range average as a confirming signal.

You can also build it into an existing method to help improve results. You might also
want to look at constructing a system based on this filter. 

The complete set of trading lessons is only available at
http://www.tradingforbeginners.com

Good Trading

Best Regards
Mark McRae

Information, charts or examples contained in this lesson are for illustration and
educational purposes only. It should not be considered as advice or a recommendation to
buy or sell any security or financial instrument. We do not and cannot offer investment
advice. For further information please read our disclaimer.
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